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Foreword

In the hue and cry over the need to become more sustainable in our brief tenancy 
on this unique and miraculous planet, it is all too easy to ignore the voices o f 
those who can teach a lot about what it is like to live sustainably. Throughout 
the globe, there are heartening attempts to create meaningful arrangements in 
environmental rights and communal obligations that can lead to a more enduring 
habitation. Why do we not listen to such voices? Mostly because we do not 
appear to want to learn, but also because there is no forum for their articulation.

Fraser Smith and his colleagues address this second point. What follows is 
an unusual collection o f essays, primarily rooted in Third World experience, 
where the principles o f living ecologically are converted into economic and 
social experience. It should come as no surprise, but nevertheless it is still 
worthy o f note, that societies that exist to care for their surroundings and for 
each other appear more healthy, happy, and forgiving. The paradox is that the 
greater the accumulation o f wealth, despite its hugely damaging repercussions, 
the greater the avarice and the less happy or generous are the accumulators. This 
is a frightening conclusion. Sustainable development means sharing and caring 
for a humanity that has to tend for the planet as well as for itself. Yet democratic 
institutions are built up on patterns o f power that only gain their influence 
because o f exploitation o f nature and peoples. So how do we shift toward 
sustainability through a democracy that is dependent on unsustainable practices?

The answer is by reading and responding to the heartening chapters that 
follow. These are the voice o f pain, suffering, yet also the voice o f the joyous 
innocence o f the pre exploited Amerindians to the brave initiatives by non
governmental organizations to retain or return property rights into common 
ownership and reciprocal obligation. Much o f these imaginative schemes are 
being tried out against the grain o f development pressures, international aid, and 
national government corruption and patronage practices which distort all prices 
to featherbed the already wealthy.

This is a book ostensibly about ecological economics, an emerging interdis
ciplinary science that seeks to unite the home o f humankind to the home o f
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nature. Natural systems provide humanity with a vast array o f environmental 
services that we are beginning to understand, codify, and value. The important 
task o f the ecological economist is to ensure that these vital functions are fully 
recognized before, not after, development has taken place, so that the well being 
o f natural systems and the quasi-sustainable human communities that maintain 
them are a source o f both admiration and respect, as well as a vital laboratory 
for the future.

Yet the pain” o f damage lies rooted in so many hostile political, economic, 
and social arrangements the world over. We cannot begin to put the global house 
in order before we turn to these hugely damaging arrangements and, with the 
persistent voice o f eco-sanity, begin to dismantle them. This book helps us all 
to see how it can be done and that the task is so desperately important for us all.

Timothy O’Riordan
School of Environmental Sciences 

University o f East Anglia 
Norwich, U.K.

-
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Preface

However much you study you cannot know without action.

Thirteenth century Sufi author Saadi o f  Shiraz

While sustainable development has become an increasingly important issue in 
academia, government, and business, the vast majority o f discussions on the 
subject that reach a wide audience emanate from the rich, industrialized nations. 
These discussions have mostly ignored the important contribution from devel
oping countries, whose authors often have distinct and revealing ways o f ap
proaching the subject. This book aims to redress this imbalance in the literature 
by presenting the state o f the art on sustainable development from outside the 
countries o f the Organization for Economic Co operation and Development 
(OECD). Most o f the chapters in the book discuss practical approaches that can 
be, or are already being, taken to implement environmentally sustainable econo
mies. This emphasis is the rationale for the book, based on the old adage that 
actions speak louder than words, and therefore broadcasting the actions rather 
than the words will add the greatest value. However, as this book reveals, there 
are important philosophical differences between the Northern  and Southern” 
notions o f sustainable development, and therefore an equally important task here 
is to set the basis for a more complete vision combining the two perspectives.

The idea for the book originally came out o f the second biennial meeting o f 
the International Society for Ecological Economics in Stockholm in 1992. That 
meeting itself lacked significant input from developing countries. Many partici
pants, myself included, felt that improving the ISEE s representation from out
side the OECD would be a valuable exercise. The subsequent meeting in Costa 
Rica in 1994 generated a profusion o f ideas among an extremely diverse mixture 
o f delegates from all over the developing world, and the chapters herein are 
largely derived from papers presented at that meeting. The contributors are 
drawn from universities, research institutes, governmental organizations, and 
non-governmental organizations. They are mostly nationals o f developing coun
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tries plus a few nationals o f OECD countries who have spent substantial amounts 
o f time working in the developing world.

The perspectives presented here are drawn from Central and South America, 
sub Saharan Africa, and South and Southeast Asia. They cover an extremely 
broad range o f topics, including the philosophy o f sustainable development, 
institutions, ethics, belief systems, indigenous” cultures, resource use, energy 
use, economic modeling, econometric analysis, international trade, financial aid, 
forestry, wildlife, land rights, fisheries, and more. Whatever the interest o f the 
reader on sustainable development, this book is likely to contain something 
useful.

The breadth o f the book was an explicit aim from the beginning, for two 
reasons. First, none o f the chapters that follow is intended as an exhaustive in  
depth analyses of its topic; nonetheless, analytical rigor is still the first priority. 
The chapters present familiar topics in a new light, suggesting ways to improve 
current theory and practice and proposing avenues for further work. The second 
reason for a broad scope is that the book is intended for a wide audience. 
Catering to a diverse readership will, it is hoped, give the Southern  perspective 
the prominent voice it deserves. In preparing this book, and at the conference 
that spawned it, I was surprised by how strongly colleagues from developing 
countries felt about increasing the profile o f the Southern view in the interna
tional arena. To this end, the book should be readable by academics and inter
ested lay parties alike; both can probe further into particular areas as their inter
est takes them. Technicalities equations, acronyms, and jargon are confined 
as far as possible to footnotes.

The value o f this volume may be measured not only in terms o f the ideas that 
it contains but also as a reference guide. Students in natural and social sciences 
may find material for writing papers, development professionals may find ideas 
for improving their operations, entrepreneurs may find opportunities for ecologi
cally sustainable businesses, and academics may make contact with colleagues 
they would not normally have found. It is hoped that, as a source o f contacts 
especially, the book will not only bring workers from rich and poor countries 
into collaboration but will also bring workers together from different parts o f the 
developing world, which is often a difficult task.

The book is divided into two major sections which address the dual aims o f 
the book described above. The first discusses philosophical and conceptual as
pects o f sustainable development from the point o f view o f people in developing 
countries. One o f the more prominent themes in this section is the need to 
change attitudes in the wider world to be more closely aligned with those people 
who live in relatively sustainable harmony with their natural surroundings. Clovis 
Cavalcanti draws contrasts between the attitudes and lifestyles in the United
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States and those o f the Amerindians in Brazil and argues that while the Amerindian 
lifestyle is not a panacea,” it serves as an example o f a set o f guiding principles 
to bring the rich countries closer to ecological sustainability. At the same time, 
it might bring greater fulfillment to the people o f the rich countries, whose social 
dislocation is clearly evident. The authors o f these preliminary chapters univer
sally agree that global environmental sustainability is possible only if people in 
rich countries change the way they live, and the authors offer some guides on 
how to do this.

The second section contains detailed case studies from around the develop
ing world that are used to support new arguments about sustainable development 
or test existing ones. Many o f these case studies highlight the challenges and 
successes o f specific efforts to make economic activities more ecologically 
sustainable. Many o f these chapters tackle head-on the linkages among social 
and ecological processes operating at a variety o f levels. Local ecological con
ditions and economic practices in developing and industrialized regions influ
ence each other via a variety o f large-scale natural and economic forces. In 
many cases, social and ecological problems arise from distributional inequities 
between rich and poor and in the geographical discounting o f environmental 
and social degradation. The authors present a diverse array o f approaches  
institutional, political, and market based— to improve the way these linkages 
operate.

At the Costa Rica meeting from which this book is drawn, there was much 
talk o f visioning  how the world should be in fifty, a hundred, or a thousand 
years. Not surprisingly, people s visions converged on a world in which human
ity lives in peace and comfort within natural limits. This volume presents in its 
first part a collective vision that attempts to distill how the world s poor would 
like things to turn out and in its second part a vision on how to get there. These 
visions are perhaps most valuable for environmental sustainability because the 
usual emphasis on material well being is counterbalanced by spiritual and social 
well being, which cannot be valued monetarily.

The appeal o f the book is, it is hoped, as much in the details as in the broader 
messages. The wealth o f field data collected in the following pages may stimu
late the reader to concoct new avenues o f investigation into sustainable devel
opment or to design novel practical applications. While the overriding message 
is that the South has much o f importance to say about sustainable development 
which could or should be acted upon, the underlying message is that developing 
countries also harbor much of the necessary knowledge and expertise, until now 
barely tapped. Readers in rich and poor countries alike will, I hope, be stimu
lated enough by the results from others’ backyards to try it in their own. At any 
rate, whether as a source o f reference or as a philosophical statement, I hope the
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reader will find the book as much o f an eye opener as I have in the course o f 
its preparation.

Finally, grateful acknowledgments go to Ed DeBellevue for his valuable 
help and advice in the early stages o f this project and to Sandra Koskoff for 
facilitating the partnership with St. Lucie Press. Special thanks go also to all the 
contributors, whose commitment to the project and diligent communication across 
great distances went far beyond my expectations.

Fraser Smith
San Francisco
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1A Synthetic Framework 
and a Heuristic for 
Integrating Multiple 
Perspectives on Sustainability

Fraser Smith*
Datafusion, Inc., San Francisco, California

Abstract

Because the challenge o f sustainability is heterogeneous in time and space, it 
will require heterogeneous solutions. This introductory chapter draws together 
the findings o f the other chapters in the present volume to draft a synthetic 
framework to guide this heterogeneous challenge. The inspiration for this ap
proach comes from the synthetic theory o f biological evolution, which emerged 
from two divergent evolutionary disciplines in the 1930s and 1940s.

The framework integrates the heterogeneous Southern  perspectives pre
sented in subsequent chapters with the predominating Northern  perspective 
characterized here. The Southern views contain a number o f common themes, 
elaborated in this chapter, which differ substantially from the Northern perspec
tive. The present chapter makes a critical analysis o f both sets o f views and 
integrates them for a more complete vision, establishing broad criteria for 
sustainability and enumerating a suite o f metrics. Under the framework, differ
ent criteria and different metrics will apply in different circumstances. As an 
illustrative example, the framework is applied to the problem o f harvesting fish 
for ecological stability and economic return.

* The views expressed in this chapter are those o f  the author and not necessarily those o f  
Datafusion, Inc.
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2 Synthetic Framework for Integrating Multiple Perspectives on Sustainability

One of the recurring themes in this book is the emphasis on economic growth 
as a prerequisite o f sustainability in developing countries. Using a simple heu
ristic to model economic activity in relation to resource throughput, population, 
and technology, it is shown that sustainability would allow economic growth as 
long as certain conditions were satisfied concerning technology; in fact, certain 
technologies may be beneficial for sustainability. It is intended that the use o f 
heuristics, such as the one presented here, may, within a synthetic framework for 
sustainability, help to identify the important drivers for formulating integrated, 
heterogeneous solutions to the problem.

Dominion of the world from end to end 
Is worth less than a drip o f blood upon the earth.

Saadi of Shiraz

Introduction

In the last few years, much has been written about the concept o f sustainable 
development,  to the point where whole books are devoted to defining it (e.g., 
van den Bergh and van der Straaten, 1994; Reid, 1995). The term is, in fact, so 
vague that it has been used not only by advocates o f precaution to refer to the 
environmental sustainability of economic activity but also by advocates o f growth 
to refer to the sustainability o f economic expansion— two concepts that appear 
at first glance to be diametrically opposed. In 1987, the World Commission on 
Environment and Development (WCED) attempted to provide a definition of 
environmentally sustainable development which has, almost ten years hence, 
passed into common parlance: sustainable development is development that 
meets the needs o f the current generation without compromising the needs o f 
future generations” (WCED, 1987). Unfortunately, this definition is conceptu
ally flawed because it is impossible to know what the preferences o f future 
generations will be. Logically, then, precaution would dictate the preservation of 
the natural environment in its unaltered state, and we thus arrive at the so-called 
strong” definition o f sustainability, which is economic development that does 

not compromise environmental integrity.* This form o f sustainability is prob
ably the most appropriate long-term policy goal (see Smith, 1996a).

* The WCED definition is sometimes referred to as the weak  definition o f sustainable 
development. This is distinct from the weak sustainability  criterion o f neoclassical clas
sical economics that permits natural and financial capital to be substitutable, on the assump
tion that the price o f the natural capital reflects its true environmental value (which is rarely 
the case). The weak definition o f sustainable development is more stringent than weak 
sustainability but may allow it i f  the price assumption is satisfied. See Gowdy and O Hara 
(1995).
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Fraser Smith 3

In fact, the strong definition o f sustainable development can be justified in 
a second way, more related to current economic conditions. Contrary to prevail
ing assumptions, the strong definition need not exclude economic growth, as 
long as that growth is directed toward conserving environmental integrity. Put 
another way, the expansionist” interpretation o f sustainable development is 
essentially containable within the strong definition o f sustainability, subject to 
constraints on exactly what is expanded. This interpretation o f sustainability has 
plenty o f empirical evidence to support it, but until now very little such evidence 
has been presented in one place. Much o f it comes from developing countries, 
where economic growth is less universally regarded as the enemy o f environ
mental integrity than in industrialized countries. The present volume describes 
practical applications toward sustainability emanating from developing coun
tries, informing the concept in ways that are unfamiliar in the industrialized 
world. It also presents the philosophical underpinnings o f sustainability from a 
developing country point o f view and highlights the differences between this 
view and the Northern * one. Because substantial differences exist between 
these two points o f view, the aim o f the present chapter is to use the findings in 
the rest o f the book and elsewhere to begin a synthesis o f Northern  and 
Southern” perspectives into a more all-encompassing conception o f sustainable 

development. O f course, i f  sustainability were achieved, we would probably not 
be talking about North  and South  anyway, but the fact is that pronounced 
distributional inequities exist between the higher income and lower income 
countries, as well as significant differences in resource intensity, attitudes to
ward the environment, and so on. These differences are what motivate the present 
discussion, but it is hoped that the exercise o f an integrated conception o f 
sustainability will eventually eliminate such labels as North  and South.  The 
motivation for the present synthesis is that it might make the operation o f inter
national development projects more successful at improving the lives o f the 
people they are supposed to help and that it might address fundamentally why 
the North has been so slow to become environmentally efficient.

The inspiration for this synthesis comes from evolutionary theory. In the 
early part o f the 20th century, biologists were deeply split over the importance 
o f natural selection as a driving force for evolution. The naturalists  believed 
that natural selection was the only important evolutionary force and argued that 
it did not require a genetic basis. The geneticists,” by contrast, believed that the 
only significant force for evolution was genetic mutation: i f  a mutation had a 
large enough effect, it would bypass the incremental changes hypothesized by 
Darwin. In the 1930s and 1940s, a new view emerged that reformulated the

* Northern  is defined here as countries belonging to the Organization for Economic Co
operation and Development (OECD) and Southern” as non OECD countries.
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4 Synthetic Framework for Integrating Multiple Perspectives on Sustainability

theory o f natural selection with a strictly genetic basis. Certain other types o f 
evolution were also hypothesized and later supported by empirical evidence (see 
Mayr, 1982). Known as the synthetic” theory o f evolution, this formulation has 
persisted largely intact to the present. That the synthetic theory took 20 years to 
reach maturity and broad scientific acceptance should make it quite clear that the 
present synthesis is strictly preliminary. The intention here is to focus attention 
on the important questions in sustainable development in different places, at 
different times, and under a variety o f circumstances just as the synthetic 
theory o f evolution provides a broad framework for testing and interpreting 
biological phenomena. The real value o f a synthetic conception o f sustainability 
is its ability to shed light on how to make the best use o f all available opportu
nities. Making sustainability operational is really a matter o f predicting and 
measuring it, far more than just defining it (Costanza and Patten, 1995).

In addition to a synthetic framework, this chapter also presents a simple 
heuristic to explore from basic principles the conditions required for environ
mentally sustainable economic development. The main insight o f the heuristic 
is in accord with the synthetic framework: sustainable development may encom
pass a variety o f processes, in different places at different times, including some 
not usually associated with the conservation o f environmental integrity. In par
ticular, economic growth may in fact be not only compatible with sustainability 
but actually beneficial for it, and the main driving force for sustainability relates 
to the universe o f human technologies.

It is hoped that these two complementary results will provide a powerful 
impetus for identifying the range of opportunities and constraints for sustainable 
development on a practical basis as well as a conceptual one. It is also hoped that 
the diversity o f theoretical and practical approaches contained herein will make 
clear the necessity o f heterogeneous progress toward sustainability. As Kaufmann 
and Cleveland (1995) correctly point out, ecological economists need to gradu
ate to a less aggregated, more interdisciplinary and more sophisticated notion o f 
sustainability.

The present chapter is organized into five subsequent sections. First, the 
Northern” perspective on sustainable development is briefly characterized and 

its main conceptual and practical deficiencies presented. A  few brief points are 
made about why the Northern perspective has dominated efforts to institute 
sustainability and why it may be incomplete. Second, the main components o f 
a range o f contrasting Southern perspectives are presented, drawing on the work 
in subsequent chapters. These perspectives are critiqued from two Northern 
standpoints: one expansionist, one precautionist. These two sections then lead 
into a third, which synthesizes the foregoing perspectives into a conceptual 
framework and a set o f practical prescriptions that address the problem of sus
tainable development. Fourth, the heuristic for identifying allowable conditions
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for sustainability is presented, and its insights are placed within the synthetic 
formulation. Finally, a set o f generalized signposts” is developed for decision 
making in a sustainable economy.

Sustainable Development as Envisioned in the North

Martinez Alier, writing ten years ago, expressed surprise that there are almost 
no ecological social movements with roots in the Third World.  In almost the 
same breath, he expresses puzzlement that left wing ecologism has grown.. .not 
so much in the Third World as among part o f the youth o f some o f the most over
developed countries” (Martinez Alier, 1987, pp. 237, 238). The ecological cri
tique o f neoclassical economics was already under way in the industrialized 
countries almost 30 years ago (Boulding, 1966; Daly, 1968; Georgescu Roegen, 
1971), yet only more recently, and especially in the last 10 years, has a strong 
ecopopulism  (Martinez Alier s term) emerged outside the OECD countries 

(e.g., Cavalcanti, Chapter 2).
The notion o f environmentally sustainable development was promoted in the 

1970s most prominently by Herman Daly (1972), who argued that economies 
should not grow but exist in a dynamically steady state within environmental 
limits. This is essentially the strong definition o f sustainability given previously. 
To move the debate from the academic to the political arena has, however, 
required a more politically expedient interpretation o f the goal, which is encap
sulated in the WCED definition. Many ecological economists maintain that this 
intergenerational form o f sustainability should be treated as really no more than 
a stepping-stone toward the stricter biophysical form (e.g., Smith, 1996a). How
ever, the fact remains that sustainable development  as a concept is a product 
o f the North, and this fact prompts two important questions:

1. Why did a similar concept not appear in the South?
2. Is the notion o f sustainable development applicable to the South?

Before answering these questions, it is necessary to identify what constitutes 
sustainable development as seen through Northern eyes. Many o f the require
ments o f sustainability in the Northern vision are replicated in the Southern 
perspective, as we shall see below, but the emphasis is different. Not all people 
in the North who believe in sustainable development would necessarily sub
scribe to the all o f following criteria, but by definition they should subscribe to 
at least one:

1. The intergenerational requirement should be satisfied and, in addition, 
the more stringent requirement o f not breaching biophysical limits should 
be achieved as soon as possible, regionally, globally, and continuously.
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2. The economy should not grow in size, or at most should grow only by 
a very small amount, over the long term.

3. Discount rates should be abolished in the economy so that a long-term 
perspective is fostered.

4. Distributional equity should be encouraged, as should a conservationist 
ethic.

5. Industries and products should be environmentally non-damaging or 
beneficial, and individuals should choose their professions likewise.

6. Institutional and political changes should be enacted that foster changes 
in individual attitudes and behaviors toward environmental sustainability.

7. Economic instruments (taxes, quotas, etc.) should be used to regulate 
economic activity toward the sustainable goal.

O f these criteria, the one that has most pervaded the popular consciousness 
relates to the environmental soundness o f products and the industrial processes 
that generate them. The label environmentally friendly  is often financially 
lucrative for Northern manufacturers, even if a product does not live up to the 
billing. Conservationist concerns are now widely voiced among the populations 
o f the rich countries, and in some (e.g., the Netherlands), sustainability is begin
ning to appear in lawmaking. However, most people do not think very much 
about intergenerational or broader biophysical criteria for sustainability as they 
relate to everyday life even though these criteria alone could guide all the 
others and attempts by administrations to foster distributional equity have had 
only limited success, at great fiscal cost. There is no sign o f an imminent abo
lition o f discount rates, nor have lawmakers had the courage to alter tax struc
tures so that only environmental bads  are taxed, and not income or other 
goods. As for the criterion on economic non-growth, it will be discussed later.

In answer to Martinez Alier s question about why a concept o f sustainable 
development did not appear in the South, the answer is probably that this is due 
to differences in living standards between South and North. Martinez Alier him
self notes in relation to his own German” political ecologism that there is 
some inconsistency about caring for the conservation o f world resources while 
enjoying the average standard o f living o f prosperous Frankfurt, Amsterdam, or 
Berlin  (Martinez Alier, 1987, p. 237). From a simple biological standpoint, 
once the immediate, internal needs o f the individual are assured (i.e., at the most 
basic level, food and shelter), attention turns to external, more long-term issues 
(at the basic level, reproduction). In the countries with high average standards 
o f living, it is hardly surprising that some people, after a generation o f relative 
peace since 1945, would become motivated about the poor state o f the natural 
environment and the economic structures that produced it. In the poor countries, 
by contrast, many people during this period had little time to worry about the
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Fraser Smith 7

global environment in the face o f the struggle to subsist. This explanation, above 
all others, accounts for most o f the differences between the Northern and South
ern perspectives on sustainable development, as the next section documents. 
More interestingly, however, the Southern perspective on sustainable develop
ment may in the future guide developing economies along new paths toward 
prosperity which the North has not taken. From the evidence in this book and 
elsewhere (e.g., Munasinghe, 1993; Munasinghe and McNeely, 1994; Nagpal 
and Foltz, 1995), there is no reason to suppose that developing countries will 
follow the traditional development model o f heavy industrialization leading to 
a post-industrial consumer society.

Is the notion o f sustainable development applicable to the South? Paradoxi
cally, it is currently being applied to the South by the international develop
ment banks (e.g., through the Global Environment Facility o f the World Bank), 
but not much in the North, at least in proportion to the use o f energy and 
materials. There are many possible reasons for this. One rather cynical reason 
might be a fear in the North o f industrial competition from the South, which 
would necessitate maintaining agrarian economies in the South through the in
fluence o f appropriate development projects. That there is an intention on the 
part o f the international development community to do this, or that that commu
nity is heavily influenced by political groups with this intent, is implausible. 
Another, and contrasting, reason might be the same optimism trap that the ex
pansionists fall into with regard to the North s technical ability to become 
sustainable. This is the rather arrogant belief that the North could become 
environmentally sustainable within the time it would take to teach the South 
how to do it. That the international development community is occasionally 
capable o f blithe faith in the North s technological capacities, as well as its own 
expertise in fostering sustainable economic development around the world, is 
entirely plausible. Whatever the reason, however, the imposition o f the new 
paradigm  o f sustainable development has led, in part, to charges o f economic 
colonialism and a partial or complete rejection o f the concept in the South (see 
Chapters 2 and 4). In short, the Northern view o f sustainable development is 
certainly informing the Southern view, but not always in ways the North would 
like.

The Northern perspective has dominated efforts to institute sustainability 
mainly because these efforts have focused on industrialized economies (most 
notably in the Netherlands) and on international projects in developing coun
tries. Southern perspectives have not dominated efforts to institute sustainability 
because (1) the Southern voice is not heard as often as the Northern one; (2) 
most people in the South use natural resources at a relatively low intensity, and 
so are closer to sustainability in some sense anyway; and (3) developing country 
governments often do not see fit to constrain the improvement o f their people s
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8 Synthetic Framework for Integrating Multiple Perspectives on Sustainability

living standards by whatever means necessary— while the North fails to enact 
curbs on its own profligacy.

I f  the Northern perspective on sustainable development is not easily appli
cable to the South, is it applicable to the North itself? The answer from the 
present analysis is a qualified yes, but the Northern perspective is incomplete, 
and a better job could be done if the North took a few hints from the South. 
Sustainability is not a homogeneous state, nor is there a single path toward it. 
The requirements for sustainability vary by developmental state, and the best 
way to meet these requirements is to share information among regions.

Southern Perspectives on Sustainable Development

Playing “Devil’s Advocate” from Two Northern Standpoints

The most striking difference between the Southern and Northern perspectives on 
sustainable development emerging from this book is that the rampant self-inter
est which has historically characterized economic development in rich countries 
must be balanced with a stronger sense o f community in order for global envi
ronmental sustainability to have a chance. A  number o f authors, especially 
Cavalcanti (Chapter 2), point to the lifestyles o f indigenous peoples as models 
o f environmental sustainability, subservience o f individual to community inter
ests, and non-material well being. The implication of their arguments is that 
people in industrialized societies cannot achieve all o f these things at once—  
equally because of the environment in which they live and because they have 
neither the will nor desire for it. Cavalcanti goes further by emphasizing that 
not only is sustainability a requirement o f the new concept o f development, it 

is also a general prerequisite o f life.  On an evolutionary time scale, this is 
always true because life persists. The logical interpretation is, then, that under 
a business as usual scenario, with no interference, an indigenous lifestyle should 
outlast a 20th century industrialized one. The tragedy is that if the currently 
dominant, industrialized model fails as a result of overshooting natural limits for 
too long, it may take the indigenous one with it.

The Northern response might be: What can we do?  Kiew (Chapter 4) is 
disparaging o f such words because, to date, they have not been matched by 
actions. He states that under the current accounting system, environmental 
sustainability is meaningless without profit in the financial world which governs 
the world s economy.  The expansionist reply might be that financial profit is 
in our collective interest anyway because greater wealth buys greater environ
mental protection. This point is not as clear-cut as it seems because o f the per  
capita costs o f that protection, but such an issue is beyond the present scope. At 
least, according to the expansionist argument, any international imbalance be
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Fraser Smith 9

tween the distribution o f environmental harm and the costs borne for that harm 
should even out in the long term as the rest o f the world approaches a Northern 
standard o f living through economic growth.

K iew s comment also alludes to the earlier point about lifestyles: the current 
accounting system values only profit and nothing else. The Northern expansion
ist might respond by arguing that a financial measure is preferred because the 
challenge for development essentially reduces to a valuation question on com
modities. The Northern precautionist might invoke a scheme rather like the 
biodiversity constraint” o f Perrings (1991) or Smith (1996a), but one is still left 

wondering what form o f development the Southern  perspective desires.
There are, o f course, many Southern  perspectives. Perhaps the greatest 

misconception that people from industrialized nations could have is that people 
from poor countries speak with one voice. The multifarious views o f the South  
are evident in many contexts in this book, but perhaps most strikingly in relation 
to the concept o f development  itself. Cavalcanti essentially advocates that 
communities not be required to develop  as such, especially when they already 
live in relative harmony with nature. I f  environmental sustainability is the goal, 
then indigenous people are in fact the most fully developed along that path. In 
a sense, Cavalcanti’ s position can be envisaged as lying at one end o f a spectrum 
o f opinion regarding the value o f development,” however defined. Other au
thors in the book sit at different points along this spectrum. Prakash and Gupta 
(Chapter 3) argue that however human activities change over time, they should 
be governed by institutional arrangements that are ecologically sustainable. 
Further, Chopra (Chapter 6) and Toledo (Chapter 11) each show how small- 
scale harvesting can link to the cash economy and be environmentally sustain
able. Many o f the other authors address development  as a supposedly well  
defined concept and analyze ways to make it sustainable. Ashley and Barnes 
(Chapter 8) encapsulate the opposite end o f the spectrum from Cavalcanti by 
stating that the development process has an important objective: improved 
livelihoods and opportunities for the historically marginalized poor.” There is no 
right or wrong here— just a set o f options whose relative potentials will depend 
on the specific circumstances.

Are these concepts o f development what the people o f developing countries 
want? According to Kiew (personal communication):

The concept o f being developed  is a point o f view. The people 
in the South and the poorer countries are given the impression by the 
media and their governments that the North is more developed. I 
personally do not subscribe to this. Otherwise I would have emi
grated overseas to some country in the North.

Develop in what?” is the question to ask. The Penan in Borneo 
are developed in their life in a rain forest environment. They are
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10 Synthetic Framework for Integrating Multiple Perspectives on Sustainability

considered undeveloped for city life, a life of industries, trade, and 
commerce. Judging them in relation to an alien environment makes 
them appear undeveloped.

The North is considered developed due to the aspirations o f the 
people in the South who have not attained these aspirations in terms 
o f material products, technology, and energy use. It is also perceived 
that the living standards in the North are higher than in the South. 
People in the North, with their cars and other modem transport fa
cilities, have more and better options in many things they do in life.
The poorer people in the South can walk, cycle, or take a boat as their 
transport option. However, they would love to be able to drive, fly, 
and surf the Internet.

Kiew asserts in Chapter 9 that economic growth is what people in poor 
countries want: not so much an increase in their country s gross domestic prod
uct as an improvement in lifestyle, of which greater buying power is an impor
tant part. Moreover, many authors in this book argue that people in poor coun
tries want, for the most part, to increase their well being sustainably and that the 
North, by economic and environmental colonialism,” is preventing them from 
doing so. Moreover, people in the North are enjoying a high standard o f living 
in an environmentally unsustainable way.

The potential for economic colonialism may exist not only in the agenda of 
the international development organizations, as already discussed, but is actually 
manifested in the international support o f economic incentives denying people 
in poor countries equal competition in international markets. A  common side 
effect is, o f course, the degradation o f the natural environment (e.g., Southgate, 
1995). Yet people and organizations from the North routinely admonish devel
oping countries for not conserving their natural resources, and some even take 
actions to obstruct the exploitation o f those resources. The Northern environ
mentalist might argue that this so-called environmental colonialism  is in 
everyone's best interests because poor countries could and should learn from the 
North s past mistakes. The Northern argument goes further: since the opinion in 
poor countries is that the North should clean up its act before telling others to 
clean up theirs, then, by the same token, developing countries should clean up 
their internal institutional and political organizations, because those changes 
alone would remove many o f the economic perversities that obstruct sustainable 
development.

Issues of Concern

How do rich and poor regions differ with regard to the perceived issues o f 
concern for individuals? In the rich countries, when the news media cover en
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Fraser Smith 11

vironmental issues, they tend to focus on dramatic natural events such as hur
ricanes, toxic algal blooms, and heat waves. The loss o f biodiversity is featured 
occasionally, but poverty, or the inequitable distribution o f wealth among people 
in different parts o f the world, hardly ever appears in the media, except when a 
region is hit by famine.

This pattern is an example o f geographical discounting (Hannon, 1994). The 
news media naturally cover stories that for the most part affect the people they 
serve. Global warming is an issue with many facets because it is a phenomenon 
with multifarious consequences, some o f which impinge on the lives o f people 
in industrialized regions. People in the North tend to be concerned about sys
temic problems in the natural environment because those are the problems that 
are perceived as threatening. Poverty is not a threat; it is mostly out o f sight and 
therefore out o f mind. By contrast, the clear message from this book is that 
people in poor countries care comparatively little about global warming and 
other systemic problems because they perceive the improvement o f their lifestyles 
as a more pressing need. This is temporal discounting. Recall the earlier biologi
cal argument explaining why ecopopulism emerged in wealthy countries rather 
than poor ones.

The chapters in this volume find specifically that the greatest concerns o f 
people in poor countries are food security, water security, health, education, land 
tenure, access to markets for their goods, and access to consumer goods, in 
approximately that order. By contrast, people in the industrialized world are 
mostly concerned about maintaining their standard o f living, which is perceived 
as coming under attack from competition with emerging economies as well as 
unpredictable changes in global climate, the depletion o f the ozone layer, and, 
increasingly in the 1990s, the spread o f disease. Most indigenous people are, not 
surprisingly, concerned about preserving their way o f life, which does not natu
rally produce the impacts that the rest o f us worry about.

It is no shock to discover that some o f the authors in this book argue for the 
North to do more to help the South develop economically, not by providing aid 
or loans but by removing barriers to trade and technology. The chapters in this 
book contain many creative ideas for building wealth without wrecking the 
natural environment. The problem that the South sees is that the North does not 
have the motivation to facilitate the successful application o f those ideas. As 
Aguirre (Chapter 5) and others note, many sustainable practices that would 
generate wealth in the South require economies o f scale that current institutional 
structures would not facilitate. For example, tropical forests valued economi
cally rather than financially would appear a good investment in their intact state 
because they offer more than just timber (see Chapter 5), but could the sustain
able extraction o f that timber in one place compete with unsustainable practices 
elsewhere? Perhaps it could, if demand were managed appropriately, but the
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bodies that control international trade are slow to appreciate the potential in the 
link between trading patterns and sustainable resource use. I f  the World Trade 
Organization or other international organizations were ever to initiate a General 
Agreement on Trade and the Environment (as envisioned by DeBellevue et al. 
[1995] and Smith [1996a]), or an economic equivalent o f CITES* to regulate the 
harvesting, production, and pricing o f timber (Kiew, personal communication), 
then such initiatives would require the commitment o f the rich countries from 
the start if they were to have a hope of succeeding worldwide.

Another perceived market distortion from the precautionist point o f view is 
the existence o f positive discount rates. Chopra, in Chapter 6, raises the well  
known point that markets often do not account for the difference between indi
viduals and society in their valuation of preserving resources for the future. The 
most widely cited culprit for this market imperfection is the social discount rate, 
which, it is argued, must be lowered or dispensed with altogether. However, 
Chopra points out that this type o f action would result in distortions in other 
investment decisions as well.  She argues that allowing for a cost o f present use 
is a better method o f adjustment” and supports this argument with an analysis 
o f the harvest o f non-timber forest products. Chopra s argument, which echoes 
Markyanda and Pearce (1991), is that altering discount rates is precisely the kind 
o f crude policy that will fail to provide the right incentives for environmentally 
sustainable development in any part o f the world.

Lessons for the North

Notwithstanding these international distortions, the prevailing impression from 
this book is that people in developing countries are pressing ahead with the 
sustainable creation o f wealth with or without external assistance. Chapters 5 to 
8 cover financial economic issues, mainly focused around new ways to value 
and use natural resources. In addition to the work o f Aguirre and Chopra pre
viously discussed, Capistrano et al. (Chapter 7) analyze the prospects for sus
tainable fisheries in Bangladesh, and Ashley and Barnes (Chapter 8) show in a 
Namibian study that wildlife tourism is the most profitable and equitable use of 
land, provided all groups have a stake in the industry.

Chapters 9 to 12 deal with institutional, political, and grass-roots issues. 
Barrantes (Chapter 9) and Adger (Chapter 10) each show the importance o f 
establishing rights to land, because these rights tie the long-term interests o f the 
landholders to the long-term stability o f the land’ s natural resources. Toledo 
(Chapter 11) gives an interesting account o f how indigenous and peasant com
munities in Mexico can and are taking their long-established sustainable prac
tices to the market, thus subverting the traditional process o f agricultural mod-

* Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species.
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emization which has, at best, a mixed track record. Finally, Abdalla (Chapter 12) 
tackles the thorny problem o f encouraging economic growth through increased 
energy use while promoting environmental sustainability. Note that economic 
growth is viewed as desirable, in contrast with the entreaties o f Northern 
precautionists.

Many o f the authors in this book strongly encourage community empowered 
development as the most effective way to achieve economic and environmental 
goals. The international development programs o f the post-war period are viewed 
for the most part as how not to encourage development. In Kiew s words (per
sonal communication):

Community empowered development tends to be more sensitive to 
the needs o f the environment [and] the people. Often in the case o f 
development, the process is initiated from a remote area by a party 
with no appreciation o f the environment to be altered. Colonialism, 
neo colonialism or urban-colonialism are all the same in that they 
lack sensitivity and often are unable to respond to changes in the plan 
they have initiated. Such management processes lack the ability for 
appropriate, timely responses to ensure the best o f a development 
project.

In summary, the mix o f Southern perspectives on sustainable development 
de-emphasizes development  as a centrally planned process and emphasizes 
community empowerment. Sustainability is seen as a natural conjunct to this 
empowerment, because the users o f resources are responsible for their mainte
nance. However, remote powers still have a responsibility to provide institu
tional and political arrangements that facilitate the creation o f wealth from intact 
natural systems rather than from the liquidation of those systems to meet short
term needs. This view is quite distinct from the technocratic control  mentality 
that has dominated the international development agencies during the post-war 
period (see Norgaard, 1994). The message from the South is to let communities 
develop by themselves but provide them with a level playing field in the inter
national marketplace.

One consequence o f this view o f sustainable development is that economic 
growth is often desirable. In fact, the liquidation o f some natural capital in order 
to provide seed financial capital for other projects may also be desirable. The 
important difference between this process and the elimination o f local ecosys
tems for single industries (e.g., felling rain forest for cattle ranching) is that it 
takes a long-term view. The ultimate goal under this scheme is, in Cavalcanti s 
words, to live within the limits o f the possible.” One o f the first requirements 
o f this goal is the elimination o f poverty, a process that usually necessitates 
economic growth. Cavalcanti (Chapter 2) examines these points in more detail.
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14 Synthetic Framework for Integrating Multiple Perspectives on Sustainability

Where the Southern and Northern perspectives meet is on distributional 
equity and the conservationist ethic. The former is seen as a necessary prereq
uisite for poverty alleviation and the latter is argued to be an attitude whose 
prevalence in the South is underappreciated in the North. In light o f these com
parisons, there may be value in a two way transfer o f technology  between 
North and South. This would entail not only the transfer o f manipulative  
technologies (scientific methods, machines, expertise, etc.) from the North to the 
South but also the transfer o f intellectual” technologies from South to North. 
Intellectual technologies would facilitate thinking about development in new 
ways (e.g., placing less emphasis on technocratic quick fixes  and more em
phasis on the power o f communities to instigate sustainable practices).

A Synthetic Framework for Sustainable Development

It is clear from the foregoing discussion that the conception o f sustainable de
velopment that grew out o f the challenge to the neoclassical program in the 
North is not universally applicable, nor is the rather more heterogeneous set o f 
ideas emanating from the South. The synthesis proposed here uses these some
what differing perspectives to build a more complete vision of the requirements 
for the transition to, and maintenance of, sustainable economies. A  synthetic 
framework for sustainability would necessarily be an evolving entity since the 
challenges and opportunities o f sustainable development in the future will al
most certainly be different from those today. It should be broad enough to frame 
a wide variety o f prescriptions, just as the synthetic theory o f natural selection 
frames a wide range o f hypotheses in ecology and evolution.

In fact, the field o f ecology itself provides a model for making sustainability 
operational. Ecology is an empirical discipline: almost all theoretical advance
ments have come from empirical research and, as a result, the field is composed 
o f a heterogeneous collection o f theories that apply to different phenomena at 
different scales. Unlike economics, where field research is not the main tradi
tion, ecology does not possess a central theoretical core. This is in some ways 
its strength; like the disaggregated webs o f interactions that ecologists study, 
ecological theory itself forms a web, albeit an incomplete one. The lesson for 
sustainable development and for ecological economists is twofold. First, we 
must use field research to guide policy recommendations; sustainability will not 
be made operational from inside an office. Second, do not be afraid o f a disag
gregated theory; there is no reason to suppose the existence o f a unifying 
theory,” and searching for one is probably a waste o f time. The research of the 
authors in this book demonstrates this lesson admirably.

I f  ecological economics, as the science of sustainability, should be a disag-
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gregated theory, what would a synthetic framework for sustainability look like? 
Given that the goal is biophysical sustainability, any research directed toward 
that goal should first identify the relevant biophysical constraints and their val
ues and then find ways to maximize social welfare (i.e., financial and non
financial wealth, distributional equity) within these biophysical constraints. In 
the language o f neoclassical economics, this is roughly equivalent to maximiz
ing social welfare subject to constraints, where the primary and overriding con
straint is biophysical (i.e., this constraint must be satisfied before all others).

Just as the neo-Darwinian synthesis informs studies o f ecology and evolution 
in almost all contexts, a synthetic framework for sustainability should inform the 
attainment o f the sustainable goal in almost all circumstances. The difference 
between pure science and ecological economics is that research in ecological 
economics is issue driven, and therefore the components o f a synthetic frame
work will be prescriptive rather than descriptive or explanatory. However, the 
essential structure is the same: Given a set o f empirical observations, what 
explanations or prescriptions may be possible? For example, an ecologist might 
observe apparently altruistic behavior by an individual o f one species toward an 
individual o f another. The synthetic theory o f evolution would view this as a 
paradox, which would motivate the researcher to investigate the system further 
for evidence that the altruistic” individual is actually benefiting from its actions 
in terms o f increased fitness. In the same way, a development economist might 
observe that institutional arrangements in a particular region to foster environ
mental conservation do not have the desired effect, and the people making direct 
use o f environmental services are in fact causing environmental degradation, 
contravening the goal o f environmental sustainability. This paradox should 
motivate further investigation to discover the source o f this disconnect, which 
might, for example, lie in a lack o f communication o f the institutional arrange
ments or their conflict with local customs.

Following the parallel with the neo-Darwinian synthesis further, we can ask 
what criteria may be important for forming sustainable prescriptions. In ecology 
and evolution, the criteria that frame a question and permit the formulation o f 
explanatory hypotheses include spatiotemporal scale, biological fitness, genetic 
polymorphism, primary productivity, social structure, trophic level, and so on. 
For sustainability, a synthetic framework may make use of: •

• Spatiotemporal scale o f investigation
• Ecological integrity (as measured by nutrient fluxes, biodiversity, or 

population sizes)
• Resource intensity o f the human system and balance o f accounts  with 

the natural system
• Perceptions o f the natural system by people at the primary level o f inter

action with it
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16 Synthetic Framework for Integrating Multiple Perspectives on Sustainability

• Perceptions o f people far removed from the natural system
• Cultural norms and customs
• Governmental policies and attitudes within administrations
• Institutional structures
• Economic policies and operation o f economic instruments
• Efficacy o f communication among sectors o f society about policies, in

stitutions, and economic instruments, in terms o f both dissipation o f in
formation to the populace and feedback to administrations

• Degree o f centralization o f power (level o f community empowerment)
• Degree o f corruption in society
• Distribution of wealth and welfare
• Desires o f people with regard to wealth and welfare
• People s visions o f sustainability

This list is really only a sample o f a larger list. The idea is not to produce 
a complete list but rather to give a sense o f the kinds o f criteria a synthetic 
framework might contain. Two important principles emerge. First, this or any 
other list covers criteria for predicting and prescribing sustainability in both the 
Northern” and Southern  conceptions, and thus is integrative. Second, it is not 

necessary that every criterion in this synthetic framework be quantifiable. Ecolo
gists, for example, have good reason to be suspicious o f attempts by environ
mental economists to place financial values on species, and anthropologists, 
ethnographers, and social psychologists have every right to turn up their noses 
at attempts to quantify the criteria they study. The important task is to identify 
a set o f rules o f thumb which when applied consistently should produce approxi
mately consistent outcomes. The interdisciplinary requirements o f predicting 
and measuring sustainability are clear from the breadth o f these criteria. As in 
the employment o f the neo-Darwinian synthesis in biology, though, the funda
mental concept is very simple: if we characterize the state o f a system, what does 
the synthetic framework, itself derived from a broad empirical base, tell us about 
that state?

The conception o f sustainability offered here integrates the full range o f 
perspectives described earlier. Sustainability would: •

• Be biophysically based
• Permit economic growth, in extreme cases through the sacrifice o f some 

natural capital
• Foster distributional equity
• Measure wealth multidimensionally, not just in terms o f money
• Promote conservationist ethics
• Empower communities
• Increase efficiency o f resource throughput
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